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Ian Fish

Ian first mentioned that we have to
know our wood grain, and kept
returning to that theme all through.
You need to cut with the grain
wherever possible, or it will tear.
Very sharp tools always help, and
high speed too.
There are 3 ways to hold a piece of
wood: Compression between
centres, fastening to a face plate,
and crushing into jaws or a jam
chuck. When deciding which one to
use, think of the size of the wood,
the grain direction and taper, what
your turning revs and peripheral
speed will be, how strong the wood
is, and its hardness: bigger wood
needs more support and slower
revs to start with. Harder wood can
be held more firmly, while soft
wood might crush, and be hard to
re-center accurately if you take it
out of the jaws.
Start turning slowly and increase as
the block becomes rounder. “all you
need for turning is a tomahawk and
a 4 inch nail” Ian told the story of
a demonstrator who roughed out a
block with the axe, sharpened a
nail into a gouge and turned a
goblet with it! He then modified it
to “All you need is a lathe and a
10mm bowl gouge”.

First Steps

14 October 2014

Ian showed the value of a spur
center with long spurs for holding
blocks between centers, and how
carefully finding the center of the
block made the work easier. When
using a face plate – have the block
really flat, because the face is
holding the wood as much as than
the screws. When using jaws, cross
grain dovetails (spigots) break
more easily than end grain ones
(bowls are always crossgrain!), and
if the grain is angled, the effective
foot is way smaller than it looks.
When cutting spigots, use the same
diameter as the jaw when it is
almost closed, as that is how it will
hold the most wood. Cut spigots
with a 35 degree bowl gouge, not a
scraper. He demonstrated how pin
jaws work, and also showed how to
cut jam chucks on a spindle, with a
morse taper, to fit any shape of
wood you want to hold.

He has several rings for different
sized bowls. When hollowing, start
with a 35mm then finish the deeper
parts with a 55mm 10mm gouge,
gong slowly at high speed to cut
the inner base as smoothly as
possible. Spirals don’t go away
unless you change how you are
cutting!

Peripheral speed is worth knowing
about: if the revs are at 500, then
the edge speed of a 50mm piece is
78m per min, but its 314m/min for
a 200mm piece, and 629m/min for
a 400mm piece of wood. So cut
bigger pieces at slower revs. There
was a lively discussion about
whether to cut more slowly or more
quickly as you go from the inner to
outer parts of a bowl – with reasons
given both ways. It might be that
speed across the work plus depth of
cut is more important than just
speed. Gouge size also matters, as
smaller gouges give finer control
and better cutting of end grain
before sanding.
Ian often repeated the turner’s
mantra “rub the bevel!!!” although
he doesn’t do so when making the
first roughing cuts for a bowl outer.
He says he never uses a scraper.
Bowl gouges are controlled by the
body, not the arms or hands.
Always hold the gouge handle
against your side, and move your
legs to make the cut.
Ian uses rings of plywood on the
outside of what will become thin
walled bowls, jammed on, to
support the walls when hollowing
out.

55mm gouges work better for inner
work, while either 55 to 35 are ok
for outer work. Most of his gouges
are thumbnail ended, so he can
change how he cuts, and use
different parts of the gouge end for
different parts of a cut. He had
large models of gouge ends with
the center coloured red and the
sides coloured black or green, to
illustrate the use of each part of the
edge. His 55 gouges have less
sweep-back than the 35’s. Ian
suggests sharpening by lying the
gouge on an angle jig and just
rolling it as you sharpen.
Ian’s tool rest had only one side,
which made it easier to get into a
bowl, with the rest of the rest not
getting in the way. He strongly
advocated tool steel for the rest
top, not castings, as they nick and
dent easily. Rests should always be
smooth and as narrow at the top as
possible.
I found Ian’s demo very useful, and
have been using several of his
ideas.
Write up by Robin Lane

Ian Outshoorn Vertical Separation Box by Ken
Wraight and Cynthia Gibson

Ian Outshoorn Top by Geoff Whaling

Ian Outshoorn Multifarious Triangulation by Cindy
Drozda

Ian Outshoorn Calabash from Pohutakawa finished
with Fishies.

Ian Outshoorn Calabash from Koa by Kelley Dunn

Ian Outshoorn Bowl from Pohutakawa

Edwin Duxfield Platter from Pine finished with
Becell polish
Peter Burnett Clocks from Macro Burr

Leslie Whitty Box from Pohutukawa finished with
Wax

Leslie Whitty Hollow Form from Kauri by Robbie
Graham

Pepi Waite Bowl from Macrocarpa

Pepi Waite Bowl from Macrocarpa

Ian Outshoorn

Prickly Poplar
The tailstock was removed and
the headstock with bowl
attached were slid along to
nearly the end of the lathe bed
where Ian could rest his built up
core which he claimed was nice
& soft.

On Tues 21st Oct Ian O turned
up to demonstrate and also
Grant with a T50 Harvey Lathe.
Together they were paired up
and outward appearances
suggested a formidable
combination.
Ian first showed us some rough
turned bowls (found in his
garage somewhere).
A piece each of pohutukawa,
River Shiok and a piece of
poplar. All had warped except
the poplar.
Ian chose that one to do his
demo on. This rough turned
blank had a 25mm wall
thickness, an oversized spigot at
the foot (plenty of meat left here
for later purposes of design),No
internal spigot as it can warp
and most importantly a Centre
point in the middle of the
outside spigot for mounting true
on the lathe
Ian’s turning is based on what
Ian Fish has taught him with
some modifications to suit himself. He hates sanding and NO
Scraping – Oh No – But he does
own some scrapers though.
(Should we believe that about
the No Scraping or Not?) With
that out of the way we had
rotation and the lathe was
wound up to 600rpm.
The big heavy Harvey handled
this with ease and in fact thru
out the whole demo did not miss
a beat while the other two
fought amongst themselves over
who was to be the winner.
The foot was re-cut and the
piece reversed chucked for an
internal spigot. Gouge of choice
was a 10mm with its wings
swept right back.

As Fishy suggests the handle of
the gouge is tucked into the hip
and movement comes from the
turners legs creating more
control and less fatigue. Several
inside passes were made, the
recess turned and using a chuck
aligner the piece was then rechucked onto the internal spigot
so in theory the headstock, bowl
and tailstock are all aligned so
we could see as Ian reversed
chucked onto the headstock the
prickly poplar ran nice and true.

21 October 2014
Now for the inside with the rim
being cleaned up in a straight
forward No problems manner.
All sorts of weird noises were
then heard (the Prickly Poplar
was protesting) as Ian
proceeded to make finishing cuts
and several attempts were made
to get a nice sounding flowing
cut.
A request from the audience
bought suggestions of speed and
sharpness and to perhaps crowd
the tool with a finger supporting
the outside rim, but even then
the prickly poplar would not
behave forcing a final cut any
old how and the turner
conceding defeat and turned off
the Harvey with and I quote
“His reputation in Tatters”

Turning commenced on the
outside with a series of pull cuts
to remove waste timber and
then onto some bevel supported
finishing cuts. Some bounce and
tear-out was encountered and
Ian stopped and changed his
chisel to a 10mm. (What he was
using before this the writer did
not record but the prickly poplar
was not behaving.)
“It’s going to be a Pretty Bowl –
Not” These were the turner’s
words and not the writer’s. Anyway a compromise was reached
and the piece with a quite
pleasing out-side form was then
remounted onto the foot using
the chuck aligner.

Write Up by Andrew Corston

Trefor Roberts Bowl

Trefor Roberts Bowl

Trefor Roberts Bowl

Holm Miehlbradt

Pierre Bonney

28 October 2014
Pierre led us through various
sources and designs. On bowls
the shape of feet is often taken
from pottery designs. Island
bowls, such as those used for
Kava, have multiple feet.

This can be accomplished by
using a compass, the lathe
indexing feature, a protractor,
etc.

Some bowls have stuck on feet,
others poorly designed,
inadequate feet. Some
discussion was held about when
feet are legs are feet are legs. A
subjective decision loosely based
upon the dimensions of the bowl
and feet/legs.

Originally feet on objects were
designed to raise the object
which rested on them above the
surface. Best example of this is
the use of BUN FEET.

To make a footed bowl you will
need a bowl with a ringed foot,
parts of which can be carved
away to create the feet.

These were sacrificial and
attached to furniture to raise it
above earthen or stone floor so
that rather than the furniture
decaying or wearing – the bun
feet did.

The bowl can now be removed
from the lathe and prepared for
the removal of the waste wood.
Depending on the technique to
be used the bowl may need to
be secured to enable tools to be
used.
This can be by reversing onto
the lathe, using a vacuum chuck,
hot glue, screwed wood bands,
etc. The aim is to enable the
easy removal of the waste wood.
This can be accomplished with
any number of hand held
options. Arbortech, angle
grinder, power sander, micro
shaver, etc. etc.

The inside of the ring needs to
conform to the bowl profile – in
other words if the ring was
totally removed the bowl profile
would be a good profile.
The ring should be shaped to
meet the profile you want for the
exterior, interior and thickness
of the feet.
Excessive thickness will result in
requiring too much waste wood
needing to be removed.
Once the required dimensions
for the ring have been achieved
pencil marks to show the
positions and dimensions of the
feet should be marked.

Pierre demonstrated how quite
easily the addition of feet to a
bowl can not only raise the
height but also add a degree of
elegance to an otherwise
potentially mundane offering.
A good demo.
Thank you Pierre.
Write up by Kevin Hodder

Colin Crann Vase and 2 boxes from Maple finished
with Fishies etc.

Leslie Whitty Vase(s) from Firewood finished with
Fishies/EEE/Old Bucks.

Edwin Duxfield Bowl

Ian Outshoorn Goblet from Pear finished with
Fishies

Ian Outshoorn Bowl from Poplar finished with
Fishies

David Browne Vase from Totara finished with
Linseed Oil

David Dernie

Christmas Crackers
He also made a bar 200mm
longer than the main cylinder
and about 52mm in diameter,
with a flat on one side for
stapling sandpaper to, to sand
inside the cylinder.

04 November 2014
Dave suggested that putting
several borers through one after
the other with increasing
diameter would reduce the heat
built up while hollowing.
He used the 54mm Forstner bit
to hollow the middle out, (very
slow revs) but could have used
other bits.

The processes for doing these
outwardly simple items are quite
complex.
Several extra pieces are needed
to hold the parts during their
turning, and Dave was working
with fine tolerances and thin
walls to the parts.
The basic idea was to turn a thin
walled cylinder from a c.60mm
square bar, about 200mm long,
then make two ‘identical’ ends
from the same sized wood,
making a ‘cracker’ about 350mm
long at the end.
Dave was still in the process of
working out the sequence of
actions and supports needed, so
the demo was an illustration of
the project in development,
giving us a valuable insight into
the thinking and experimenting
process. Therefore this report is
what he might have done if
everything had gone OK.
Dave had to prepare two jam
chucks beforehand.
One of 15mm by 100mm long to
fit the main cylinder onto while
hollowing it, and another 54mm
in diameter and about 150mm
long to slide/jam into the main
cylinder while hollowing out the
other end of it. Both had to be
held firmly by a jaw chuck.
No doubt some experimenting
had to happen to get them the
right sizes to hold the work.

The challenge was to hold the
main cylinder while hollowing
out to a thin (3mm) wall.
This meant really accurate
holding without the benefit of a
tailstock, so the chucking of the
other end had to be dead true.
Dave made a 15mm hole in it
and pushed a dowel deeply into
it with a really tight fit. The
dowel was then held in a 25mm
chuck and the work trued up
while the other end was held by
the tailstock.
The Jacobs chuck could then be
put in the tailstock with the
borer in it, and would run truecentered into the work. Dave put
some hot-glue around the dowel
to give extra holding, but that
proved a problem later on.
The main cylinder block was put
into a large pair of jaws and
rounded it off to maximum
diameter, between centers (high
speed, with large gouge then
skew chisel). (Dave likes Steb
tail centers).
Dave then made the deep 15mm
hole in one end, inside the
recess, to hold it while hollowing
the other end out (done earlier,
no doubt with a bit on a Jacob’s
chuck in the tailstock).
He also drilled a 7-8mm center
hole right through so the bit
wouldn’t grab and pull itself
through, giving him control over
the feed rate later on.

The Forstner has a thick end
which helps hold the work as it
bores. Dave used the tailstock
winder to press the bit in, and
put in a small Jacob’s chuck that
would fit into the hole behind the
bit. When the bit had gone as far
as it could, Dave would have put
the work onto the 54mm jam
chuck if he had brought it,
hollowing out the other end.
Sanding of the inside was done
with the sanding bar, mounted
between centers and held still
while the cylinder was pushed
along it, turning frequently to
sand the whole of the inside
evenly.
The ends were then turned to fit
the center cylinder. Dave
chucked the bar, rounded and
sanded it, squared the free end
and turned the end down to fit
the cylinder (carefully no
doubt)with about 30mm to go in
the cylinder.
The semicircular decoration was
done with a small gouge, cutting
from the outside in, so the
hollow could be sanded with
some sandpaper on a dowel of
just under the same diameter.
A black ring was made with a
parting tool, then a nickel wire
was held into the cut, burning
the ring. The other end would
have been done the same way,
with careful measuring of the
decorations and lengths.
When you do this, expect to
have some trials and learning as
you go. Good turning is partly
the art of solving problems, so
don’t be put off by them.
Write up by Robin Lane

Wood Swap

11 November 2014

Michael Bernard

Chair Making

18 November 2014

Leslie Whitty Bowl from ?? finished with Fishies

John Pieterson Vase from Redwood finished with
Wax

Jayden Goblet from Macrocarpa finished with Wax

Edwin Duxfield Bowl from Rimu

Robin Lane Bowl from Sap Rimu finished with Bee’s
Wax

Pete Burnett Lighthouse Painted

Glenfield Gala

November 2014

David Gillard

Wooden Spoons

25 November 2014

David also explained how he
built the “Panorouter “from
plywood and timber using plans
downloaded from the Internet.
It apparently took him several
weeks to build it and also to get
it set up for what he needed it to
do.

David provided a great show of
ingenuity by demonstrating his
method of making a wooden
spoon for sale in the markets.
He produces several variations
of these spoons, preferring to
use Rimu timber rather than
Kauri or other Native woods
Classes himself as a production
woodworker and designer,
rather than a woodturner,
although he appeared to me to
demonstrate considerable skill
with what he was doing.

The power head is a ½
horsepower router mounted in
the moving jig, which has a
25mm concave cutter.
The template mounted in the jig
guides the depth, and shape of
the cut, and the system allows
for other templates to be used
also to make mortise and tenon
joints for example.

He explained that most of his
products, and he used the spoon
as an example, are made in the
quickest possible way.
He demonstrated this by using a
“Panorouter “ to shape the
scallop in the head of the spoon,
before cutting out the rough
shape on the band saw.
The spoon was then mounted
between centres for the handle
to be turned into shape.
The spoon is then finished off
with a power sander using 240
grit sandpaper and finished in a
food safe oil.
He uses either Rice Bran or
Coconut Oil.

David also explained how he has
built most of the wood working
machines in his workshop.
He also stressed that a good
extraction system was
paramount to work with Rimu
timbers and also a respirator,
which removes dust down to .8
of a micron, was necessary to
prevent damage to the lungs.
He does not personally favour
the clean air hoods but
acknowledges that they are
another alternative.
David also touched on
sharpening of tools and advised
that he prefers to use a diamond
hone to sharpen the tools and
grind only as required.
David’s website is worth a look
and he sells some very nice
pieces commercially.

Thanks Very Much David for a
great demonstration.
Write up by

http://www.woodgrainnz.com/
Allan Cox

Colin Crann

Toy Making Day

29 November 2014

Peter Williams

09 December 2014

What a night to remember....the turner from the far
north arrived with cultural stories of Possums and a
novel approach to the term theme which was to
combine both wings and feet on the same lidded box
piece!!
Onto the lathe went a perfectly square block of
pohutukawa (corner to corner) See Above
The top 3 points will be for the wings and the bottom
3 points are for the feet.
Peter advised if you cut too close to the points early
on you will damage them.
He came up with an interesting way of mounting the
piece once it was roughed out namely he had
manufactured out of MDF, a large tubular structure
with a faceplate to mount it on the lathe and a hole
in the top to glue the piece in place.
From every demonstration I always try to come away
with a new tip....something for me to work on!
Peters tip was to wrap a piece of string around the
wood before gluing leaving a loop protruding out of
the glue seal, this enables you at the end to
separate easily by pulling on the string and the 2
pieces will part.
There was a great deal of appreciation and we all
Ohhhhed and Ahhhhhhed at this moment.

A very tricky demonstration to be completed in the
time constraints, but it was done with Peters usual
flair and skill.
I thoroughly enjoyed the demonstration.
Trefor Roberts

In addition to the Kids at Risk program run by NSWG each year the members make a variety of wooden and other
toys which are donated to the Starship Foundation and the Salvation Army, Wig stands are also donated to the
Cancer Society.

End of Term Four

End of Term Four Continued

Term Four Winners
Beginner

John Pietersen
Intermediate

Allan Cox
Senior

Doug Creswell
Christmas Cracker

David Dernie

Term One Theme
Plain or embellished bowls of any size
Term begins
03 February 2015

Day

Date

Demonstrator
/ Activity

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Wednesday

03 February
10 February
17 February
24 February
03 March
10 March
17 March
24 March
31 March
01 April

TBA
Andrew Bright
Terry Scott
Dave Anderson
Cam Gosford
Cam Gosford
Dave Dernie
Graham Bourquine
End of Term
Jerry Kermode All day training

All the Above events are at the Guild Hall, Agincourt Reserve, Agincourt Road, Glenfield.
Tuesday meetings start at 7.00 pm

Need Assistance
The following Guild members are available to help new members or anyone having wood turning problems.
Pierre Bonny 479 4031

Kevin Hodder 478 8646

Ian Outshoorn 443 1066

Lee Riding 479 4874

Trefor Roberts 475 9307

David Browne 410 9071

Committee:
President (outgoing)

Ian Outshoorn

443 1066

Vice President

Doug Cresswell

410 7866

Secretary

Andrew Corston

443 1422

Treasurer

John Green

416 9272

Committee Members:
David Browne, Terry Denvers, Lee Riding, Trefor Roberts,
Vincent Lardeux, Pepi Waite, Diane James, Grant Tattley.
Programme

Trefor Roberts, Ian Outshoorn

Library

Vincent Lardeux, Colin Crann

Guild shop

Pepi Waite

Refreshments

Lee Riding

Raffle

John & Mary Green

Building

Pierre Bonny

Machinery

Bruce Withers, Terry Denvers

Newsletter

Grant Tattley

Webmaster

Kris Mackintosh
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Auckland 0629
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A very big thank you to Ian Outshoorn (outgoing President) for his outstanding efforts in guiding and leading the
Guild during his tenure as President, you will be missed.

